
Wood & Feed Hammermill 
 
 
As the main hammermill supplier in China, we are professional in feed industry related in pelletizing 
machinery. Wood & Feed Hammermill is one of our main proudcts. SFSP-series is one kind of water drip 
type advanced hammermill in China.  
 
Except widely used to crush each kind of straw, wood chip, tree branch, bark and leftover bits from 
agricultural wastes in pelletizing plants, SFSP-series can be also used as feed hammermill in the grinding of 
animal, pet, livestock, poultry, aquatic and other feed ingredients.  
 
Water Drip Figure Vibrate Hammermill 
◆ Crush raw materials such as corn,cotton seeds waste,bean waste.95% can get through 60 meshes， 
     no block. 
◆ Production efficiency is one-up in the world.When screen  
vibrates,the efficiency could be increased  
     by 20-300%;By experiment,use 75Kw vibrate hammermill, 
impulse fan 5.5Kw,mesh diameter 1.2mm, 
     the capacity to crush corn is 6 t/h.Degree of fineness:98%  
get through 24 meshes(0.85mm),80% get 
     through 65 meshes,49% get through 80 meshes. 
◆ Auxiliary facilities are the same simple as ordinary water  
drip hammer mill.The power doesn’t increase. 
     So it’s very easy to update the old machine. 
◆ The machine is stable and reliable.Vibrator,elastomer, 
screen can be replaced outside the machine. 
 
 
 
 
Water Drip Figure Hammermill 
◆ Adopting international modern technic,crush room is  
designed to be water drip figure. Secondary crushing  
can increase output by 25%. Adjustable hammer-screen  
space can optimize hammers’ arrangement.One mill  
can work as ordinary crusher and miro crusher.  
◆ Full open operating door;coordinated screen fixing  
device;easy to replace and repair screen 
◆ Safe and environmental: inlaid airproof avoids the  
dust from overfall thoroughly. 
◆ Be tested by precise balancing apparatus,then   
the hammer mill will keep actionless when run. 
This reduces noise and protracts bearing’s life. 
◆ The crusher is widely used in feed factories to produce  
poultry feed,aquatic feed;also in alcohol plants,citric acid  
plants,food product factories to crush pellet material. 
 
 
 
We offer you all kinds of Feed Hammermill and Wood Hammermills. 

Professional manufacturer of wood & feed hammermill
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